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STUDIES OF THE MOOSE AND WOLVES OF ISLE ROYALE 

Thio io the final report on o three-yeor inveotigation into the ecology and 
dynOJl'licc of the moooe of Iole Royale Notional Park. The annual report of 1964 
gave o brief recounting of previouo reoearchec on the ioland by Purdue Univeroity 
peroonnel. Headed by Durward L. Allen, the long-term program boo included L. D. 
Mech I o otudy of t1olveo completed in 1962 and P. S. Shelton I o otudy of beaver::. 
completed in 1963. Shelton oubmitted hio theois in Morch of thic year, and Hech'o 
work boo just been releaced no National Park Fauna Series number 7. My field 
work io completed, and I will be uriting up resulto thio sUIIDDer. Hendel J. Johmion 
hao undertaken otudieo of small mmnmalo on the ioland ao o doctoral diosertation 
project. Two undergraduates, oupported by the Notional Science Foundation 
undergraduate reoearch program, are working with him thio oUIIDDer. Mr. Johnoon 
io fmnilfor t1ith Iole Royale, having otudied amphibiano there ao part of hio 
mooter'o degree reoearch tnl<en nt Michigan State Univeroity. 

Work Progreoo in 1965-66 

Schedule of ,-,ork woo approximately the same during this period no deocribed 
for 1964-65. May 18 through October 31, 1965 woo opent on the idlond, ao well 
.io three weekD in May and one in June, 1966. During theDe periodo pellet-
vegetation ploto were checked, and Dome new ones were e1Jtabliohed. Field observationo 
~ere made to meocure cex ond age ratioo in the moooe ao well ao to record their 
behovior and food hobito. Moooe remainll \·1ere found and examined, and the boneG 
were meosured. To further determine compollition of the moose herd, an aerial 
Durvey woo mode in late October uoing o Piper Cub piloted by William J. Martila. 
During oU11DDer 1965 two Notional Science reoearch undergraduate otudentll, Erik 
St.iuber and William Seitz-~ both with uo in previouo oummero, devoted much of 
their time to oearching for wolf deno or aigno of pups. In Auguot, Seitz continued 
the trapping and tagging of beaverc, ao he had the year before, in order to 
maintain continuity of recordo from certain colonieo otudied_previouoly by.Shelton. 

The winter otudy ochedule wno the oome os in poot yearG. We arrived on the 
iclond February 2, 1966, and depnrted March 24. Dr. Allen was preoent for the 
firot four weeko. Objectiveo were, Oil in the pnGt, to make clooe and continuouo 
oboervotiono of the wolves, to locate ond examine moooe killed by the wolveo, and 
to ectimate the total numbero of moooe and wolveo. Hoot of our winter work io 
done from the air. Our capable pilot and oboerver Donald E. Murray woo, for the 
eighth winter, a part of the study teomi This l'linter Murray used two different 
ski-equipped planec: firGt hio Aeronca Champion then later hill Piper Super Cub. 
Aooioting for v.iriouc periodo were the following Notional Pork peroonnel: 
Richard Igo, William Dunmire, David KangaG, nnd Jon Abramo. Ue ore especially 
indebted to Igo for hio arduous work in repairing the power lineo which were found 
broken when we arrived on the iolond. 

Heather during thio uinter, as in many post, wa::; unuDuol. Hhen we arrived, 
:mow woo deeper than normal for that- time, averaging over 3 feet in- the 'WOOdo. 
During the month of February virtually none fell. Periodo of extreme cold olternnted 
with thawc. It rained twice while we were on the iolond. The onow surface was 
unusually poor for trncking. In Morch we e>tperienced two oevere onow otormo, one of 
which curtailed flying for four dnyc. Also in March, surfaceo of lakes nnd harboro 
become oluohy, n condition \~hich impedeo take-off of oki ploneo. It wos moot 
fortunate that Murray had switchedito the more powerful Super Cub, becouoe 
operationo would hove been severely curtailed otherwise. The extent of ice around 
the iclond wa:::. oomewhat leoc than usual, becauoe otrong windo regularly broke it up. 
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An intereoting effect of weather woe the widespread breakage ·af trees and 
::;hrubo. In early November heavy windo uprooted many conifer::;. More damage 
reoulted after treeo and ohrubo become laden with ice zometime in early \•1inter. 
Thio led to mony cooifera being onapped off either near the ground or toward their 
tops. Shrubo, eopeciolly older, ,-,ere broken or bent with topo anchored to the 
ground. It appeared that 5 to 10 percent of all moture conifero had been topped, 
t·1ith block opruce moot severely affected and uhite cedar leact affected. 

Thio otudy hao been concerned ,-,it~1 population dJnnmicz, patholor;::1 , habitat 
relationohipo, and behavior of ti1e moose. Particular attention i:J bein3 Given 
to the characteriotico of thooe moooe killed by wolveo. 

Numbero .2£ moooe 

In the 1965 report a method of countin3 moooe from the air on o. serieo of .omo.11 
ploto wao deccribed. With certain refinemento, thic woo uoed a3ain in 1966. The 
moooe on Iole Royole ore not uniforml:, diGtributed in winter. Hence, to increoDe 
oampling efficiency, the iolo_nd wa::. divided into four otrota of moooe denoity, 
and each stratum woo oompled oo a unit. Thio pro3rom woo deoisned in conjunction 
,-11th our departmental ototiGticion, Peter E. Dreoo. 

Criteria for oelecting otrata were based on recordo from paot wintero ;plus 
obaervntiono this winter made during the firot week of flyin3. The number of 
ploto in each otrD.tum woo aooi3ned in proportion to ito eotimated number of moooe. 
The initial oample conoioted of 40 ploto. Ao in 1965, ploto ranged in oize from 
0~2 to 0.7 square mile. After the first 40 hod been counted, results were 
analyzed to determine sampling error (variance) in each otrotum. Numbero of ploto 
added thereafter were aooigned in proportion to magnitude of oamplin3 error in e,1ch 
otratum. In thio manner, orunplinc effort could be applied more in accordance 
with the diotribution of moooe than if a single random sampling hod been mode. A 
total of 68 ploto were counted. Becouoe time available for counting woo limited 
by unuoual weather and poor tracking, thio total woo leoo than had been hoped for. 
The 60 included the initial 40 plate pluo one oerieo added after making variance 
calculations. 

Contrary to expectationo, the otratified oampling system did not produce o 
lo,·1er somplin3 error than that of 1965. Error woo greater deopite the fact that 
nearly twice oo many mooce were counted, there were nine more plota., and the total 
area counted was increaoed from 8.6 to 12.1 percent of the iolond. Thfo sreater error 
must have reoulted from the unuf.ual degree of og:recation obown by the moooe thfo 
winter. For exrunple, counts from three ploto oho,-,ed denoities of more than 40 per 
square mile. When epatial diotributiono are clumped, o 13reater sampling effort i:J 
required to maintain a 3iven level of accuracy. Deopite the overall decre.we in 
accuracy, it could be oholm statioticolly that otrotificotion had improved G-ampLl.nz 
efficiency. The following table ohowo reoulto of the stratified count. 
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Stratum Plots Totnl Area %Area covered Moose Moooe per Eotimoted 
(.og. mi.) bv ploto counted sq. mi. total 

1 7 58i50 5 1 0.56 20 
2 13 67.50 10 11 1.67 113 
3 23 59.00 14 31 3.86 228 
4 25 30.50 23 100 11.01 360 

The 
Iolond 68 212i75 12.1 143 3.34 721 

A population eotimote of 721 moose wao obtained. At the 95 percent confidence 
level, it can be coid the population ic oomewhere between 593 and 948. Thia estimate 
ic not significantly different from the 347 calculated for 1965. Actually a drop 
in total number woe expected becauoe the calf crop thio yenr woo below normal, and 
the number of calveo ourviving their first winter loot ye.or woo below normal; 
removal of odulto preoumobly continued at the ucuol rote. 

All inaccuracieo in counting lead to underestimation. If the sampling 
procedure io valid, then the eotimate muot be considered conoervotive, and in 
winter 1966 poor counting conditions probably magnified thic. On a baoio of the 
number of timec a mooce ·woo nearly missed in counting, it io eotimated that between 
10 and 25 percent of all animals on the plots were not oeen. Conoequently, the 
moose population loot winter probably woo between 800 and 900. The year before 
it woo eotimoted at between 850 and 1,000. 

Weather and cover on Iole Royale hove alwoyo been an impediment to counting 
mooce from the air. Thio winter on improvement woo inadvertently diocovered when, 
half way through the otudy period, our pilot Dwitched planeo ao mentioned above. 
The Super Cup is powered by a 135 hp, engine while the Chmnpion bus but an 90 hp. 
engine. Although the Chrunpion io olightly more maneuverable, minimum opeed ic 
about the came in both. Of oignificance woo the fact that the Cub could be used 
for counting when windo were ao otrong ao 25 m.p.h., while the champion woo 
usable only in winds up to 15 m.p.h. Because brisk windo were coounon during 
lforch, uoe of the Cub permitted counting 15 to 20 more ploto than would have been 
poosible with the other plane. 

Becauoe this moooe population io ioolated, hence not oubject to ingreso and 
egress, a total count is quite meaningful. It is neceooary for quanitiative 
onalysio of the predator-prey relationohip. Age otructure ac well as production 
and replacement rateo can be meooured with reasonable accuracy; from these the total 
number of moooe being removed by wolveo con be calculated ao woo done by Mech, 
Continuing efforto to refine the counting technique ohould be rewa;rded. However, to 
increaoe accuracy oignificontly over this year's may require new methods or devices 
such ao counting from a helicopter or uoing an infrared ocanner. 

Population eotimateo ~ distribution according 12, pellet counto 

Over the poot three yeoro 428 permanently marked ploto, diotributed in 29 
wideopread oiteo, hove been eotabliohed for making pellet counts ond for recording 
vegetation trendo. Detnilo of thio were deocribed in the 1965 report. Although oll 
ploto were not rechecked for pelleto each year, enough hove been checked to juotify 
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a brief summary of reoults. When plots are cleared in the foll and vioited the 
following spring before emergence of ground cover, numbers of pelleto depooited 
during the interval con be meooured accurately. Though summertime counto of 
moose droppings were made, reculto from thia seooon are not quantitative reliable. 

Location of the ploto hos bot been randomized over the iolond; hence 1 the 
sample is not repreoentotive~ Neither hos the sample been large enough to aooure on 
accurate estimate of pellet density even in those regions which·hove been oompled. 
The main purpose of establishing these plots was to relate moose diotribution to 
various vegetation typeo and to hove an:index of long-term•populotion trendo,; It 
io, nevertheloss, inotructive to.aeehow pellet count reoulto compare with the estimate 
from aerial counts. 

Studies.elsewhere have provided on eotimate that in winter the defecation rate 
of moose is about 13 groupo per dayi Uoing this ~ate 1 eotimated moose denoitieo 
were calculated for each of the locationo in which a line of plots hod been 
counted for at leooe one wintero The reoulto ave on overage of 8067 moooe per 
oquare milee Thie would extrapolate to over 11 800 for the island-- that is, more 
thon twice the number eotimoted fl·om the aerial method. We must aooume that the 
more direct aerial count, though subject to oome error 1 io a far more reliable 
method. · 

Sampling may hove favored the more heavily uoed portions of the island, but 
thin could not account for the mognitide of the diocrepancy. As a partial check, 
the total population eotimote woo recalculated from pellet data according to the 
strata uoed in the aerial sampling. A density average wao determined for each 
stratum from all ploto which happened to lie within it, and these were extended 
in accordance with the area of each ntrotum. It turno out that both the moot 
denoe and the leaot dense strata hod been underoompled for pelleto. Total 
population estimate., however, woo 1,916 or 8.88 per oquare mile, hence rather 
close to the first or groos calculation from pellet datao This suggeoto that the 
present distribution of pellet ploto io not giving reoulto widely different from 
that expected from the omne nuffiber if diotributed at random. Statiotical testo 
have not been run to determine confidence limito, but it appearo that the counting 
of 370 different ploto foT a three wintero' total of 631 replications should not 
give a figure which is off by a factor of two. The wide discrepancy here must be 
accounted for in other terms, most probably in the presumed rote of defecation. 
It io propooed that, rather than 13 groups per day, theoe moooe may hove a rote of 
between 20 and 30 per doyo 

Efforts to determine the defecntion rote by tracking moone for known periodo 
in winter, os described in eorlier reporto, hnve not been succeooful,; The time 
ond opportunity to do thia boo been ocanto When individuals were tracked from o 
given point~ their trocko uouolly intermingled confusingly with thooe of othero 
before they could be relocotedo 

Certain distribution patterno con be inferred from the pellet counto. In 
mony cooeo local diotributiono no revealed by foll-spring pellet counto 1 did not 
correspond with thooe observed from the air during midwintero Thio indicates that 
in some oreao the moose shift about considerably from month to month as had been 
ouopected. Some of the heovy concentrotiono oeen in winter probably are quite 
temporary. There woo evidence thot occupancy of oome oiteo io consistent from 
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year to year, while in others it is highly inconsis.tent;. For example, as a result 
of the extensive topping of balsam fir last winter, a great amount of preferred 
forage was made available to the moose, thus leading to local concentrations at 
unusual sites ;. 

Productivity.!!! !h! inoose 

In 1964 an exceptionally large calf crop was produced. However, these were 
reduced so severely that by late fall the percentage they comprised of the 
population was below normalo After that, survival was good through to the follwoing 
summero This finding was based on both winter counts and on the number of yearlings 
found in the summer of 19650 At the same time, some animals around the age of 
one year were being taken by wolves: remains of three were found in summer 1965. 

Calf production during the next summer, 1965, was well below normal. 
Fragmentary counts indicated that around 49 per 100 adult females were present 
in midsummero At that time 23 percent of 38 cows seen with calves had twins; this 
may be compared to the 1965 figure of 48 percento Another index of production and 
loss is the number of calves found dead in summero The probabili~y of finding or 
hearing about dead calves in 1965 was the same as in 1964;. Two were found in 
summer 1965 compared to six in 1964.; Aerial survey in late October, com~ined with 
ground observations that month, showed 21 calves per 100 adult cows. The incidence 
of twins had dropped to 7 percent. At this time calves comprised 9 percent of the 
total in a sample of 164 moose observed. 

Aerial classification during winter 1966 showed that calves still comprised 
9 percent of the herd, based on a sample of 143. There were no twins among those 
classified, although one set was seen during nonsystematic observations. Another 
set of twins was observed in May 1966.; Two calves killed in March may well have 
been twins. If the fall adult sample of 85 adult bulls to 100 adult cows is 
taken as representative, these findings indicate that survival of calves from fall 
through winter was as high as survival in adults. Among moose killed by wolves 
in winter 1966, and for which age has been determined, 4 of 20 (20 percent) were 
calves; these included the aforementioned two which were assumed to be twins. 

- Under existing circumstances, the probability of finding calves killed by wolves 
was somewhat lower than for finding adult killsa 

It was suggested in last year's report that unusually stormy weather may 
have disrupted breeding in fall 1965. This was suggestively born out by the poor 
crop which followed, but there is no direct evidence on which to base such a conclusion. 
In fall 1965 weather was normal, i.;e., intermediate between the stormy fall of 1964 
and the unusually mild season of 1963. The follwoing table shows the percentages 
of adult males in the company of adult females, and vice versa, during the fourth 
week of Octoberc This is near the end of the rutting season, and presumably the 
amount of male-female association would indicate the extent to which cows had not 
yet been bred. Furthermore, extremes of weather may actually impede breeding 
success. 



Year 

1963 
1964 
1965 

Fall 
Weather 

mild· 
stormy 
norm£1l 
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Adult Cowc 
Accompanied 

by Adult Bullo 

23% 
42% 
32% 

Adult Bulls 
Accompanied 

by Adult Cowo 

28% 
56% 
40% 

Calf Crop 
the following 

Summer 

high 
low 
*~'r 

'k-~ During the first week of June, 1966, among a small number of moose 
seen, three single calves were observed. By mid-June there were several 
reports of dead calves. These early oboervationo probably indicate 
normal or high production this year. 

The data permit no more than speculation. To ohow a real relationohip would 
require years of such recordo. In areas where female moooe are hunted, the question 
could be explored by ovarian analyoes: thnt io, fertilization rateo from year to 
year could be compared on the boo io of autumn ,-,ea the,;. 

Mortality Patterno 

During the winter of 1966, 21 moooe carcasseo were accounted for, and, of 16 
known adulto, sex w.r10 determined for 19 and nge eotimoted for 14. Only two were 
males. One, a prime-age bull, hod suff red a multiple compound fracture of the 
left tibia oome time before. The bone hod mended but was ctill badly deformed, 
and no doubt the £lnimal was eaoy prey for the four wolveo found eating its remaino. 
Among adults killed during a oingle winter, the sex ratio thio year was more uneven 
than in any previous year. In 1965 there were 7 moles and 10 females, and in 1964 
there were 5 maleo and 9 females. Fall counts in the field indicated that adult 
females currently outnumbered adult males 100 to 85. In the past, however, males 
have predominated both in fall counts and in total numbers of those adult carcasses 
which represent deaths in all seasons. In any event there must be a significant 
increase in vulnerability of females during midwinter. Factoro pocoibly responsible 
include a lower mobility of females in deep snow due to smnller body size or some 
effect of pregnancy on overall strength. Actually, there is no good baois even 
for theorizing on this point. 

The other bull found killed this winter was quite old. Among the 10 females, 
there were two yearlingo, one young adult-- probably around_·4 years, two middle 
age-- probably 5 to 8 years, and the rest were older. Among 31 adults examined in 
1964 and 1965 there were 3 yearlings and 1 young adult. While the four young 
animals from the previouc two years were all male, the three young individuals this 
year were female. It is notable that, while in the previous winters the young 
animals had all been taken by the large pack, this year all were taken by lesser wolf 
groups-- the pack of four and at least one by just two wolves. In general, the 
downward trend in age of animals being removed during winter doubtless reflets a 
corresponding decline in average age within the adult population. The relationship 
between age and vulnerability as previously indicated in these studies probably is 
changing and needs continuing reappraisal. 

Determining age from tooth annulations is now in progress. John c. Olson, 
graduate in Forestry and Conservation, is decalcifying, sectioning and examining 
teeth from our ·extensive collection of specimens acquired over the past 8 years. 
From these results, more precise analysis of population trends should be possible. 
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A publication on the bone diseases of Isle Royale moose is being prepared 
in cooperation with E. o. Haeltermann and G. M. Neher of the Purdue School of 
Veterinary Science and Medicine 

In cooperation with the Minnesota Department of Conservation, a survey has 
been made to determine the incidence of "moose disease", Pneumostronglvus tenuis, 
in Isle Royale moose. Patrick Karns and his colleagues in Minnesota have examined 
94 samples of moose feces collected on the island, and they have discovered two 
single eggs of the parasite. Neither of these was in a sample taken from a wolf
killed moose. Ordinarily dramatic outbreaks of moose disease occur where white
tailed deer are abundant, because, as revealed by the work in Minnesota, deer 
probably act as a reservoir of contagion. Finding a very low level of Pneumostronglyus 
on deer-free Isle Royale is of particular value in light of the Minnesota discoveries. 
No record exists of an Isle Royale moose succumbing to this parasite. The behavioral 
symptoms during the terminal stages of this disease are apparent enough so ti.1st any 
person encountering such an animal would readily notice its peculiar movements and 
lack of wariness. · 

The Wolves 

Although studies of the past three years have been directed primarily toward 
the ecology of moose, they also afforded the opportunity to make important 
observations on numbers, behavior, and social structure in the wolves. In keeping 
with original study objectives, there has been continuing effort to census the wolves 
and to understand their predatory habits. A summary of wolf observations during the 
interval since Mech completed his studies is now being prepared for presentation and 
subsequent publication in a symposium (August, 1966) at the meetings of the American 
Institute of Biological Sciences. 

After three winters, I believe that I can recognize a few individual wolves from 
the airplane. Small groups can be distinguished with fair surity onthe basis of 
combined characteristics in several animals. This has aided in the counting of 
wolves. Recognition of the lead wolf in the large pack has, as described in the 
1965 report, underlain important interpretations of social behavior. 

Numbers, pack structure,~ reproduction 

The best estimate of Isle Royale's wolf population for the winter of 1965-66 is 
25, less 2 known to be dead. The large pack was observed once in early February to 
comprise 15 animals; thereafter no more than 11 or 12 were seen together. Of these, 
9 traveled closely, 2 often stayed far back, and the 12th joined only occasionally. 
Among the 9 was the lead or alpha male, discussed in last year's report. This 
animal evidently died during the period of winter study (see below). There were, 
in addition, two separate groups of two wolves, a group of four, and one or more 
singles. The other animal known to be dead was a pup which probably had been with 
the four and which apparently died before our arrival in early February. Since a 
good single count of the island was never possible; the population estimate of 25 
(-2) had to be arrived at indirectly using such evidence as incidence and distribution 
of moose ki~ls, fresh tracks, and group recognition. 

In 1965 a "new" pack of five animals including a pup and a breeding pair was 
observed at the northeast end of the island. Occupying the same region in winter 
1966 was a pack of four. This did not contain a breeding pair; three appea~ed 
similar in size and coloration, with the fourth being smaller. The small one 



behaved somewhat pup-like according to our rough and untested criteria. The 
similarity of locale strongly suggests that this group comprised the same individuals 
found thereabouts in 1965. The large male seen breeding and observed to be leading 
in 1965 was no longer present-- possibly a casualty •. In spring, 1966, the scattered 
remains of an immature wolf, estimated to have been between 5 and 8 months of age, 
were found in the area frequented by these wolves. It is supposed this animal was 
a product of the breeding pair seen in 19650 

Except the suspected pup observed and the one found dead,.no.indication of 
pups was uncovered last winter. The survey c~nducted by two undergraduate students 
for 10 weeks in midsummer, '1965 to locate dens or signs of pups produced no evidence 
of young being raised. Such evidence had been discovered the previous summer. 
According to Stanley Sievertsen, commercial fisherman, on July 18, 1965 a group of 
at least 12 wolves were together on Rainbow Cove. This doubtless was the majority of . 
the large pack. Their being together suggests that-pup raising was not then in 
progress on the southwest end of the island. 

During winter 1966 there were within the big pack two actively breeding pairs 
at the peak of the breeding season. Shortly before, the lead male had been actively 
courting a female; however, He subsequently became lame and had difficulty keeping 
up with the others (see below). Because of the pack's reduced size and changes in 
its social structure (see below), it is anticipated that pups will be raised 
successfully this current season. This prediction is further supported by the food 
supply outlook: as mentioned above it now appears that a normal or above normal 
calf crop was produced this season~ Furthermore, an unusually high incidence of 
beaver remains in wolf droppings this spring indicates that beaver availability is 
favorable. 

During March a wolf digging was sighted from the air near Todd Harbor. It was 
on a steep south slope where snow cover was neglibible. We visited the site in mid 
May, and found a large den freshly dug out. However, there was no sign of current 
occupancy nor of any pups being reared therethis spring. Another check in early 
June again showed no activity. When the den was spotted last winter, two wolves were 
moving together in the vicinity. Presumably these were responsible, although 
nothing could be determined about their sex or breeding status. That the wolves dug 
this out before snow melt suggests it was an old den. Aerial searches were made over 
other likely areas during May, particularly in the region of the big pack. Although 
shallow diggings by wolves were seen in several places, no other den was found. 
The aircraft employed in May, o Cessena 180, was consi_dcrably faster and less 
maneuverable than the planes we regularly use; hence we were not able to search as 
carefully as usual •. 

Social relationships in the large pack 

As reported last year, striking changes had been observed between 1964 and 1965 in 
in certain social parameters of Isle Royale's large wolf pack. These, it was. 
postulated, might have been associated with a change in the role or attitude of the 
lead or alpha male. Although conditions favoring careful behavioral observations 
were not good in 1966, it was possible to record further distinct changes. The pack 
had fewer members, and its travel pattern was different. Incidence of greeting, 
play, and harassment of subordinate individuals was greater than in 1965 but less than 
in 1964. Some types of interactions differed as compared with the two winters before. 
One severe fight was witnessed but the parti.cipaats could not be identified. 
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Until March, the alpha male appeared to behave approximately as it had in 
winter 19650 The other members continued to respond toward him as before, but he 
did not seem to press his role as dominant maleo Ordinarily he did not directly 
lead the pack in its travelso An exception to this was observed on the 20th of 
February when he was actively following a femalea There did not arise an opportunity 
to determine whether the alpha male was interfering with breeding efforts of other 
pack members until, as described below, after he was physically impaired. 

On February 24, as the pack traveled, it was divided into two groups more than 
a mile apart. Both subgroups ,were led by a female who in turn was being pursued 
by a male. The alpha male was· trailing behind the first of these groups, and he 
appeared to be limping markedly. It had already been observed that, on February 
20, he had a slight limp. The next day, 10 miles away, as the pack traveled in the 
same sort of pattern, the alpha male showed an even more pronounced limp. It was 
severe enough so that, as the others were walking rapidly, he had to lope to keep 
up. The pack was not seen from February 26 to March 12 when eight animals were 
resting and socializing together on Feldtmann Lake; The alpha male was not observed 
to be among them~ 

During the unaccounted-for interval, the pack killed and ate one calf, then 
r.eturned some days later to the same site and killed and ate a second calf. At this 
place we detected from the air the remains of a wolf. These, which were retrieved 
via a snowshoe trip, included a piece of hide 52 inches long, bones of the hind 
limbs, the pelvis, and a few vertebrae One hind foot was 150 yards from the other 
parts. A thorough search at that time, plus another search after snofflllelt in May, 
failed to turn up a skull or other bones~ 

All evidence suggests that this animal was the alpha male, and that it was 
killed and eaten by its pack mates. From the air we had distinguished the alpha 
male by its more yellow color and its larger size. The remains showed these 
characteristics in a comparison with those of another wolf, believed to have been a 
male, picked up in winter, 1964. Radiographic examination of the lower lumbar 
vertebrae and hind leg bones revealed arthritis which, according to radiologist 
R. E~ Lewis and osteologist G~ M~ Neher of Purdue's Veterinary School, could have 
accounted for the onset of lameneSSi That the animal had died violently was partly 
evidenced by marks on a fallen balsam fir. Along one part of the tree, limbs of 
3/4 inch diameter on the under side showed heavy chewing and breakage-- doubtless 
from the teeth of a wolfa It is hypothesized that the animal retreated or was 
forced under the fallen tree and ended up biting wildly at anything in reach~ Tufts 
of. liair lay aroung this site, and son1e were snagged on the branches. It is quite 
possible the animal died here. Finally, scattering and disappearance of most of the 
remains seemed more attributable to wolves than to foxes or ravens.; 

It is suggested that the dominant male, being somewhat impaired physically, was 
challenged 0 Because he was not inclined to back off-- as wolves at a disadvantage 
usually do, he precipitated a full confrontation-- and losto 

About two weeks after this loss, and quite possibly related to it, the remainder 
of the pack were seen outside the region in which they had confined themselves 
durinn the past four winters. They moved to Lake Theresa, 3 miles farther east than 
they had been recorded since winter 1962 and 5 miles farther than since winter 1964. 
During the winters 1959 through 1962 they had traversed that northeast part of the 
island regularly, though not predominantly. Perhaps this alteration was in some 
way related to a change in leadership. 



Patterns .2!. travel and hunting in the large pack 

This winter the pattern of hunting and travel in the big pack was different 
from that in any other year of the study. Although, with the one exception noted 
above, they confined themselves to the southwest two-thirds of the island, these 
wolves seldom used the habitual routes of winters past. Their travel, instead 
of being along shores or between major lakes, was concentrated inland. Often 
they took random, zigzagging courses. The large pack killed no moose less than 
0.7 mile of the lake shore and none at all close to a traditional route. A valid 
comparison cannot be made with the habits of wolves at the other end of the island. 
Travel pattern in the pack of four was not nearly as well known, and since their 
region is dissected by far more harbors and lakes, they were not presented with 
such a clearcut choice of terrain typeso In general, the four traveled cross
country some, but more along shores and harbors, and their kills were correspondingly 
distributed. 

Movements of the large pack this winter were not related to a change in moose 
distribution. The inland areas they covered were, as usual, frequented by fewer 
moose than were the shorelines. The wolves' intensive huntine efforts inland were 
relatively unproductive. Snow conditioP was probably the factor ·underlying so 
much inland travel. There certainly were periods when walking was easy due· to well 
packed snow surfaces. However, while the inland travel persisted through the seven 
weeks of our study, surface conditions varied widely. After the big storm in March 
had dropped 15 inches, the wolves were cutting deep furrows, yet they still remained 
inland. Thus it is not possible to identify with certainty what factor did prompt 
the distinct change in travel habit. 

Rate and distribution of kills ----
In past years it has been possible to keep a reasonably accurate account of 

kills made by the large pack during our in winter stay. This year, however, with 
fewer wolves in the group, poorer tracking conditions, and the pack's more inland 
travel, the accounting was incomplete. Only seven kills, including two calves, were 
known to have been made by the large pack during our stay. One of these was 
apparently made by a subgroup of three or four wolves. In addition, eight of the 
pack once fed on the partial remains of an adult cow killed earlier by a separate 
pair of animals• 

Unusual was the fact that eight kills could be attributed to the lesser groups 
during the same period, including only one calf. In past winters, numbers known 
to be killed by lesser groups have been half or less those killed by the large 
pack. There apparently has been some shift from the majority of kills on the island 
being made by the single, large pack. 

It is believed that all kills made by the pack of four were recorded4 These 
included one calf killed about four days before our arrival. In terms of consuuption 
rate, these moose would have provided 14.2 pounds per wolf per day, according to 
the calculation figures given in last year's report, This can be compared with 
the averages of 10o5 and 10.6 obtained for the large pack for winters 1964 and 1965 
respectively. 
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Outlook ill. Further Studies 

As mentioned previously, this report terminates three years of investigations 
supported primarily thrqugh National Science Foundation Grant G-23558 to Durward 
L. Allen, as responsible investigator.;. Supplemental grants were received from 
the National Park Service, National Geographic Society, and the Wildlife Management 
Institute.. 

Another phase of the investigations begins June 1966 under a new two-year 
grant from the NSF and a renewal of the National Park Service support. Wendel J. 
Johnson is studying the numbers and dynamics of the fox and its food species (i.e .• 
hare, red squirrel, and woodmouse), and a post-doctoral appointment will be made 
for continuing the moose-wolf phase of the program. 
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STUDIES OF THE MOOSE AND WOLVES OF ISLE ROYALE 

This rep~rt covers principally the second year of a three
year investigation of the ecology and dynamics of the moose in 
Isle Royale National Park. In the annual report for 1963-6~ 
there was a brief recounting of past work on the island by Purdue 
University personnel. Headed by D. L. Allen, the long-term 
prog-ram bas included L. D. Mech 1 s research on wolves, cornpleted 
in 196?, and P. s. Shelton's study of the beaver completed in 
1963. In both past and present work information on moose, par
ticularly population dynamics and the characteristics of wolf
killed individuals, has been collected. Likewise, observations 
on the wol,;es have been made with a continuity of approach 
through the seven years of study. In this year's report in 
addition to current findings, some longer-term summaries are 
given. 

~ Progress 196~-65 

Field work for this report peri~d commenced with three 
1 weeks of ground work in May, 1964-. On plots laid out the pre

vious fall, pellets of both moose anc1 hares were counted and 
cleared. Ground search was made for moose in order to determine 
over-winter survival and sex ratio in the calf crop of the pre
vious summer. One moose was autopsied in May, and, during the 
many miles of cross-country hiking, a number of remains were dis
covered and examined. Fragmentary data on wolf activities were 
also obtained. During the summer, observatiqns of moose were 
continued; more carcasses were examined; new pellet-count plots 
were laid out and described; and, during the fall, most plots 
were again counted and cleared. In September and October, Larry 
Roop, an undergraduate at Purdue was employed as field assistant. 
In late October, five days were spent making aerial herd composi
tion counts using a Piper Cub piloted by lt-7illiam J. Martila of 
Eveleth, Ninnesota. During summer and fall significant new obser
vations were made on wolf reproduction. Working with us during 
the summer were two students on the National Science Foundation 
undergraduate research program. Erik Stauber, in his second 
summer on the island, continued his survey of birds of prey, while 
William Seitz trapped and studied beavers in certain of Shelton's 
study colonies. The three of us were able to coordinate our 
various projects efficiently. 

The work schedule in winter 1965 was essentially the same 
as in past years. We arrived on the island February 2 and de
parted March 23, with Dr. Allen being present the first four weeks. 
Winter work consisted principally of following and observing 
wolves, locating and examining kills, and censusing moose. It 
was carried out from an Aeronca Champion ski-equipped' plane . 
operated by our skilled pilot and observer Donald E. Murray who 
was with the program for his seventh winter. Also participating 
in the winter operation were chief naturalist William W. Dunmire, 
radio technician Richard -;q. Igo, and ranger Jon B. Abrams. 
Although we were plagued by an unusual amount of stormy weather, 
our total flying time of 14-8 hours was not below average for 
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past years. Observational contact with the wolves was inter
rupted several times for two- and three-day spans. Normal a:rnounts 
o2 ice were present on bays and shores~ however the surfaces were 
unusually rough for landing, and the aircraft sustained certain 
damage from this. 

Numbers, Dynamics, and condition of Moose 

This study is concerned with population dynamics, pa
thology, habitat relationships and behavior of the m'.)ose. Par
ticular attention is being given .to the numbers and health status 
of moose killed by the wolves. 

Production and survival 2£. calves in. 1964-65 

As was pointed out in the previous report, an estir,1ated 
minimum ratio of 100 calves per 100 adult cows was founcl through
out the summer of 1963, incJicating a natality somewhat higher 
than average among moose herds studied elsewhere. In 1964 an 
even higher birthrate was indicated. Between June 6 and Septem
ber 29, 75 cows and calves were classified, from which a ratio 
of 97 calves per 100. cows was· calculated. Year) i.ng cows, 
according to records·f~orn the previous winter and spring, com
prised approximately..~23 .. percent of adult females. . When the!:>e . 
are excluded, because· they are reprodu~ti ve1y·nma1;ure, the 
ratio,. per 100· matur~ cows was 129:·calves. SincEf'sarnple sizes 
were relatively small,· :the. estimates are only approximate. All 
factors considered, however,. this nataility estimate probab-ly is 
conservative because counts rangi~g over a period of·three months 
de not account for early losses, and young calves are proportion
ally more.difficult to observe. Of the· 25 cows found with calves, 
at least 12 (48 percent) had· twins: -some of the remaining sjngles 
could have been survivors c>'f original twins. It can safely be 
stated that_l964 witnessed an unusually la~ge calf ·crop. posstibly 
25 percent or more. above 1963. · 

Losses in thi& large crop were undoubtedly heavy between 
early summer and mid-autumn. One indication of this was the number 
of current calf carcasses found during the period. There were 
six such animals in 1964 as compared to a total of eleven in all 
the six previous summers combined. One of these six calves was 
killed by wolves. Reliable reports were received on two additional 
calf kills, but carcasses were not located. Among the five non
wolf kills, one may have drowned, one had suffered a compound 
fracture of the right metatarsus, another was probably separated 
from its cow by human disturbance, and in the remaining three no 
mortality cause could be determined. In the instance of the wolf 
Jcill, valuable observations were made by seasonal ran9er, K. M. 
Pietila, on a violent battle between the calf's mother and some 
three to five wolves. 
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Aerial herc1 coinposition counts in late October showed an 
estimated 25 calves per 100 cows, or on the same basis as above, 
32 calves per 100 mature cows. This indicates that many calves 
died during tha first five months after birth. Though the figures 
are somewhat rough, aifferences of this magnitude leave little 
aoubt that a large proportion were lost. 

A suitable explanation for such heavy losses following high 
natality, including an apparently high non-predatory toll, can 
not now be suggested. It does not appear that a decline in the 
welfare of the herd as a whole was involved. Census estimates 
plus the condition of animals examined in winter, contradict 
such a supposition. Records ::>f the past seven yea:xs .show that 
fluctuations in production and survival have been common. If 
nothing else, it is of interest to know that a moose population 
subject to continuous, effective predation does demonstrate such 
variability. 

In the late winter period, February-March, calves constituted 
10 percent of the t:Jtal population. Only in 1961, at which tiilie 
Mech found 10.5 percent, has the ratio been that low~ in the other 
winters observed ratios were from·l'f to 27 percent. In late.October 
1964, calves comi;:rised an estimated 12 percent. Rate o:i: loss in 
calves during the intervening period thus appears to have been 
close to that in adults. Percentage incidence of calves in the 
1965 winter kill was approximately equivalent to their incidence 
in the winter population. This constitutes a high survival rate 
for first winter young. When relatively few calves are present, 
contacts between calves and wolves ar@ less~ hence there are fewer 
opportunities for killing. The condition of cows may have been 
such that they were able to defend their calves more effectively 
than usual. Also heavy losses during surnmer and early fall un
doubtedly reduced calf pairs disproportionaltely so that cows 
which had born twins were left with but one calf to defend. From 
48 percent in midsummer the incidence of pairs dropped to 12 per
cent by late October, and no twins at all were seen in the mid
winter field work. 

Adult mortality 

On Isle Royale, wolf predation accounts for a large majority 
of adult moose losses. However there is great individual vari
ation in vulnerability. These differences largely involve old 
age and pathology, the two factors being commonly interrelated. 
From the start of this project, a positive relationship between 
age and vulnerability has been evident. Specific pathological 
findings and their implications will be discussed under separate 
heading. 

Determining the age of death of wolf-killed adults is a 
requisite for studying vulnerability relationships--· hence ... :: 
understanding the dynamics of predation. To date this has been 
done by relating age to the degree of tooth wear. Though valuable~ 
this technique is not accurate enough for the type of analyses 
we would like to make. A newer method, promising to provide 



such accuracy, will be undertaken within the coming year. This con
sists of microscopic examination of tooth roots for annular patterns 
similar to the annual rings in trees. When teeth from -the 195 adultr 
moose remains now on hand have been analyzed, the age relationshi~s 
of the entire collection will be reviewed. 

In this connection, a point at issue is the appearance of young 
adults aJrQng the kills by wolves in winter. Prior to 1964 no ani
mals between one and five or six years of age had been accounted 
for. In 1964 two yearling males were killed, and in 1965 one two
year-old male and one three- or four-year-old male were killed. 
These records imply a downward trend in age of vulnerability, but a 
more reliable analysis will have to await the results of further 
age determination work. If such a trend is in progress, it might 
indicate that very old animals are less numerous than they were a 
few years ago-- a prolonged adjustment to the advent of predation 
on this population around 1949. 

From records on moose of accurately determined age, it is ex
pected that a life table for the Isle Royale moose herd can be con
structed, giving a comprehensive picture of age distribution and 
turnover rates. Through March 1965, the following speci111ens have 
been collected during the seven years of the program: 

I. Carcasses examined and teeth recovered: 
a} Accounted for during winter studies: 

Adults .••.•• 
Calves .••.. 

total 
b) Accounted for at other times: 

Adults .•... 
Calves ••..• 

total 

II. Accounted for Vlithout 'recovering- tee:th or 
other a~e criteria 

. . 

. . . 
III. Autopsies (not including animals fatally wounded 

by wolves). 

Total 

Numbers of moose 

97 
32 

129 

98 
51 

149 

. . 16 

7 

301 

In February and March, 1964, a limited aerial survey of moose 
was carried out by counting ten sample plots ranging in size from 
0.82 to 7.73 square miles. The flight pattern was principally by 
strips, but on occasion more intensive searches by circling were 
made. In 1960, Mech had covered the entire island by aerial survey. 
He counted 529 moose, and from this estimated the population at 600. 
A comparison of 1964 results with the number of moose plotted on 
the same areas by Mech in 1960 gave a figure 17 percent higher for 
1964. However, lack of statistical treatment prevented any firm 
conclusion on population trend. 
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A more systematic sampling method was designed for 1965. 
Experience in counting during 1964 showed that, to obtain an 
acceptable level of accuracy, aerial searching had to be as inten
sive as possible. Not only was the strip method found inadequate, 
but even when all moose tracks seen along the strips were traced 
out, many animals could be missed. It was concluded that every 
piece of ground should be viewed several times from different direc
tions. To accomplish this a flight pattern was employed wherein 
strips were covered with a circling course which allowed for ample 
overlap. Degree of overlap was increased with increasing density 
of cover and increasing numbers of fresh tracks. Since coverage 
of the entire island using this technique would have been impossible, 
the sampling was designed to cover a series of plots. The size of 
these was kept small, 0.25 to 0.50 square miles, for two reasons. 
Time to cover a plot should not exceed 20 minutes, because in con
tinuous searching the observer's efficiency begins to drop with 
longer periods. And on larger plots this flight pattern gives 
rise to errors from the inability of the observer to keep track 
of sectors already covered. This is particularly true if the animals 
are moving. In most instances 700 feet was found to be a good 
flight altitude, though this was varied according to the situation. 

The following environmental conditions were found to influence 
success in counting: First, when winds were greater than 15 r11iles 
per hour, it was found inadvisable to make counts. With lesser 
winds, only plots along the windward shore were counted, because, 
as wind moves across the island's ridges, it creates turbulence 
above. The quality of snow surface was found to be critical. Animals 
were most easily spotted during the first day or two following a 
new snow of at least two inches. This was related both to tracking 
and the ease of spotting animals against the texture of new snow. 
Less critical, but important, were quantity and quality of light 
for counting. A high intensity of light was advantageous, but the 
glare from direct sunlight on snow impeded visibility. Optimal 
light was sufficiently direct to show shadows in the tracks but 
diffuse enough to minimize contrast between areas shaded and those 
exposed. A partial overcast seemed to produce the best light con
dition. Factors influencing the activity of moose-- hence their 
observability-- are not well understood. If possible, the timing 
of counts should coincide with periods of greatest activity. Even 
when all the above requisites are met, some moose are overlooked 
because of heavy cover or other conditions difficult to appraise. 
Nevertheless, it is believed that the counts made in 1965 gave more 
accurate results than have been obtained in most other aerial 
census of moose. 

The sampling plan ·· as initially designed consisted of 92 plots 
distributed somewhat uniformly over the island. Unusually inclement 
weather interfered with the flying schedule so that only 59 of 
these were counted. These, totaling 18.3 square miles or 8.6 per
cent of the island, yielded 76 moose. Extrapolated, this gave an 
estimated population of 848. Statistical analysis showed that, at 
the 95 percent confidence level, one could expect the actual popu
lation to be somewhere between 573 and 1123. This does not allow 
for animals missed through sampling inaccuracies. It probably is 
also subject to underestimation due to the fact that, among those 
33 plots which could not be covered, average density was believed 
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higher than that in the portion of the island which was sampled. 
Therefore, it appears that the 1965 Isle.Royale winter moose popula
tion was conservatively somewhere between 850 and 1,000. It ~~ill 
be recalled that this was a winter when calves were below 11normal 11 

in number. 

Whether this estimate signifies an increase of moose since 
Mech' s work in 1960, can not be ascertained. · Much of the difference 
could be attributed to the more intensive inventory method. On the 
other hand, a statistical error is involved in extrapolating from 
a limited number of plots. Efforts are now in progress to refine 
this census method further so that limits of variance in the estimate 
will not be so wide. Using the data from 1965 counts, a statistical 
approach is being developed by P. E. Dress, departmental statistician 
who will if necessary. employ a computer program to create the most 
efficient sampling design within specified limits of accuracy. 

Pathology 

A major objective in the moose studies has been to determine 
physiological and/or pathological conditions which may relate to 
predation vulnerability. This work has involved the examination of 
many dead moose remains in addition to several collected for autopsy. 
We are indebted for assistance in the pathology work to members of 
the Purdue School of Veterinary Science and Medicine, in particular 
to S. M. Gaafer who has processed and examined much of the material. 
Conditions being studied in detail include malnutrition as re
flected by marrow fat depletion, occurrence of tapeworm cysts in 
the liver and lungs, lumpy jaw, and arthritis. Any of these may be 
instrumental in lowering the age at which moose become vulnerable 
to wolves. 

f_& stores: Bone-marrow fat content probably is the best 
ava.ilable index of general condition in the wolf-eaten moose. 
During winter 1965, marrow samples from several bones were pre-
served from each kill examined. These are to be analyzed for fat 
content to quantify the relationship between appearance and depletion. 
Of all adult mocs e killed during winter 1965, only one had markedly 
depleted marrow. This one, interestingly, was the three- or four
year old male, an animal of an age at which vulnerability has been 
lowest. It would appear that some pathological condition was in
volved in the vulnerability of this animal. 

Two moose were collected for autopsy during winter 1965. One 
was a cow which, though not involved in a wolf attacl<-, gave valuable 
information on the age category of animals not regularly taken by 
wolves. This -anir,1al was estimated as around four or five years of 
age, and she was carrying one fetus. Fat stores were gre~ter and 
pelage condition better than in any moose yet examined in winter. 
The other animal collected was an adult bull well past prime age. 
This animal had been wounded, apparently fatally, by wolves. Its 
visceral and body fat reserves were low, particularly as compared 
with the other autopsied animal: although its bone marrow was not 
severely depleted. 
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Tapeworru cysts: Cysts of the -pydatid tapeworm (Echinococcus 
granulosus) were present in both of the autopsied moose~ however, 
the level of parasitism was quite different for the two. The young 
cow showed but two cysts in the liver and one in the lungs. On the 
other hana, tha old wounded bull had 74 cysts in the lungs and 24 
on the surface of the liver. The lung cysts rangsd up to 1.5 inches 
in diameter. A similarly heavy load, though not quite so great, 
was found by Shelton in a moose which died after being injured by 
wolves. Any real appraisal of vulnerability due to cyst load will 
remain difficult or impossible, because the viscera are so seldom 
available for examination in moose taken by wolves. Collecting 
adequate numbers i.s both vulnerable and invulnerable classes of 
comparable ages in not feasible. 

Lumpy jaw: Deterioration of the jaw bone around molar teeth, 
a condition generally referred to as lumpy jaw (or necrotic storna
titis), has been found in some older animals of this herd. It was 
reported by Mech and by Shelton during this study as well as by 
Murie for Isle Royale in 1929. There appears to be a close relation
ship between the impaction oi woody food matter between teeth and 
adjacent bone and the initiation of necrosis. In some cases, how
ever, a hole in the side of the jaw appears to be the starting point. 
Necrosis apparently then proceeds down into the mandible destroying 
bone around tooth roots until the marrow cavity is exposed. Re
modeling of bone occurs, probably at the same time, and this eventu-

ally leads to an external swelling or the characteristic lumpiness. 
There may be extensive rarification of adjacent bone or abnormal 
wearing of· teeth. In a few cases extensive decay of teeth was found. 

It has appeared that this condition might result from infection 
with Actinomyces, though no report of isolation of this organism 
from moose has been found. It bas presumably been found responsible 
for a similar condition in livestock. Fresh material showing sev
eral stages of the condition were obtainea from winter kills in 1966, 
and these were kept frozen .. The specimens are now being studiea by 
E. o. Haelterman of the School of Veterinary Science and Medicine 
at Purdue to determine the agent of this disease as well as to 
describe it. 

A marked reduction in the incidence of lumpy jaw in 1963 and 
1964 suggested that the condition was disappearing from Isle Royale. 
moose. However, four cases were found among kills in the winter of 
1965. If a decline is in progress, more records will be required 
to demonstrate.'.it. The following table summarizes the occurrence of 
lumpy jaw in dead adult moose examined during the winters 1959 
through 1965. The incidence in carcasses examined at times other 
than winter is closely similar to this. 
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Year Killed by Five or Killed 'l:>y less -~han Totel, inclu~in1 
more ~ 'ol ves five l·lol ve s Denths of unkir:,, 'Tl c--us e 

Advance1 Incipient None Advanced Inci)1ient Mone Advanced ancipient None 
necrosis Nec;•osis Necrosis Ncc)·osis Necrosis Necrosis 

1959 0 0 7 1 0 0 l 0 7 

1960 1 0 5 1 0 1 2 1 6 

1961 1 3 5 1 2 3 2 5 8 

1962 1 4 5 0 1 1 1 6 9 

1963 0 3 9 0 0 l 0 3 11 

1964 0 0 l10 0 0 1 0 0 13 

1965 1 4 6 0 0 1 1 4 7 

Totals 4 14 l}? 3 3 8 7 19 61 

There seems to be some tendency for severe cases to be propor•-· 
tiorially more frequent in moose killed by smaller groups of wolves. 
This could imply a direct influence on vulnerability-- the more 
advanced pathology enabling fewer wolves to make a kill. However, on 
the average, more severe cases occur in older animals, ana these may 
be more vulnerable for other reasons. Better determinations on these 
questions can be made when more accurate age determination becomes 
possible, especially in the older age classes of moose. 

Arthritis: This condition, occurring with significant frequency, 
is another type of pathology which in all likelihood great1y · ·-:· 
influences vulnerability. The finding of arthritis was described 
briefly in the 1964 report, and since then new cases have appeared. 
One of these was a cow killed by a pack of five on the ice of a 
small bay in February. In this animal there was no left acetabulu1,,, 
the deep socket on which the thigh bone articulates with the pelvis. 
Degeneration and reshaping haa left a completely flat surface in 
its place. Either an alternate articular structure had developed in 
soft tissues, or the hind limb of this animal was completely useless. 
Condition of the cow's bone marrow indicated that advanced malnu
trition was not involved, so it is assumed the animal had been moving 
about satisfactorily to meet its forage needs. In any event, the 
ability of a moose so afflicted to run from or to defend itself 
against five wolves is much in question. 

Since discovery of arthritis in this herd, efforts have been 
made to determine its incidence. In 29 adults found dead from natural 
causes and in which determinations could be made, 9 have shown some 
degree of this condition; the majority of these were advanced cases. 
In conjunction with G. M. Neher of the Purdue Veterinary School, this 
condition will be described, and Dr. Neher will attempt to determine 
what pathogen, if any, is involved. 



Miscellaneous parasites: Besides the specific objective of 
defining parameters of vulnerability, general studies of parasites 
and diseases are underway. For example efforts were made this past 
winter to determine the presence of a lungworm, Pneumostrongylus 
tenuis, which has recently been reported as causing "moose disease". 
An examination for eggs of this worri~ in moose feces collected from 
Isle Royale was carried out by P. D. Karns and his colleagues of 
the Minnesota Department of conservation; further samples will be 
sent to them in the coming summer and fall. These men originally 
pointed out the ralationship between ;·:1oose disease and Pnew,,ostronqylus 
in Minnesota. First results indicate that the lungworrn is not 
present in Isle Royale specimens. The symptoms of moose disease 
have never been reported from the island. 

Studies of this past winter indicated an unusually low incidence 
of winter ticks. On two animals autopsied few ticks could be found, 
in contrast to other winters when specimens examined were car~ying 
hundreds or even thousands of ticks. Ordinarily in February and 
March the majority of moose show a rough pelage with extensive bare 
spots; these latter are presumed to have been rubbed in response to 
tick irritation. Of the many moose seen from the air and on the 
ground this p~st winter, a great majority showed smooth and un
disturbed pelage. 

During the summer of 1964, leeches were observed attached to the 
hind legs of moose feeding in ponds. Close observation was possible 
in several instances. It is suggested that leeches cause the hereto
fore unexplained open sores which are prevalent on hind legs of moose 
during summer. Such sores may be kept open by repeated immersion 
and by the feeding of an insect believed to be the moose fly, 
Haematobia alcis. This fly occurs in large swarms about each adult 
moose and has been observed concentrated on the sores. In September, 
an observation was made of a female redwinged blackbird walking about 
the back of a moose eating moose flies. This series of observations 
thus constituted a record of an interesting chain of animal inter
actions. 

Social behavior of Moose 

During the rutting season in fall 1963, a number of opportunities 
arose for close observation of breeding behavior. In 1964 such obser
vations were not possible, mainly due to nearly continuous stormy 
weather. Between October 23 and 27, 1964, during a few days of fair 
weather, aerial herd composition counts were made. Of all cows 
classified at this time, 42 percent were in the company of bulls, and 
of all mature bulls, 56 percent were in the company of cows. In 
contrast, during the fall counts of 1963 which were floWft on 1the same 
dates and in similar areas, the incidence of cow-bull associations 
was 23 percent for cows and 28 percent for bulls. This may reflect 
an extension of the rutting season in 1964, although rutting activity 
did notbegln later than in 1963. Such extension may have occurred 
because the unusual.amount of stormy-weather interfered with or 
interrupted normal sequences of breeding behavior. It will be in
teresting to note whether a corresponding difference in time of calf 
drop can be detacted in spring of 1965. 
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Pellet-vegetation plots 

A small sampling program has been initiated to study distribu-. 
tion and relative numbers of moose and hares and, at the same time, 
to study vegetation as it relates to these animals. To date 349 
plots have been laid out on 25 lines located in widely separated 
parts of the island. These lines consist of from 10 to 20 plots 
spaced 200 feet apart. Each plot is marked with a 3-foot, heavy 
metal stake to insure some degree of permanence. Both stakes and 
sp·ots. on adjacent trees are painted orange to facilitate rapid 
relocation. 

Droppings of moose are counted and then cleared frorn the plots 
once a year (fall) or, when convenient, twice a year (fall and 
spring). This is a standard method in big game work for measuring 
frequency of occurrence; it has been used previously for studying 
moose on Isle Royale by L. w. Krefting of the u. ·s. Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. It can in some circumstances be used 
to estimate ani1-i1al numbers. 

The pellet plot consists of a 15-foot radius circle (0.162 
acres) around the stake. A pellet group, that is, all the pellets 
dropped in one defecation, is considered one unit. When scattered 
groups are only partially within the plot, the estimated fraction 
is recorded. Feces of moose in summer are usually amorphous as 
contrasted to the pellet-form dropped at other seasons: thus it is 
possible to distinguish the season of an area's usage. In order 
to estimate population numbers from these counts, defecation rates 
must be determined. Efforts to accomplish this by winter tracking 
during known periods are now in progress, but adequate information 
has not yet been obtained. 

Hare pellets are counted individually and then cleared from 
within a 2.5-foot-radius circle around each stake. No attempt will 
be made at present to extrapolate these counts into population 
estimates. If the plots are checked annually over a number of years, 
then presumably fluctations in the numbers of hares can be deter
minea, and such in turn could be compared for synchrony with main
land populations. 

A description of vegetation is being made within a 15-foot 
radius at each plot. All measurenents are by visual estimate: 
hence figures are not_ precise. ·-Data are recorded for all woody 
species and for the most common herbaceous species, the remainder 
being lumped into broader categories. Plants are recorded accord
ing to height classes being designated as greater than 1, 2, 6, 10, 
15, and 35 feet above the ground. Species abundance is indicated 
according to estimated ground-area intercept. The main purpose of 
these descriptions is to provide an index of types and quantities 
of forage available. 

Intensity of usage, i£ an~ is recorded subjectively as somewhere 
between very light and very heavy. Where the season in which for
aging took place is evident, this is recorded, and distinction is 
made between moose and hare usage. Plants with a third or more of 
the crown branches dead are listed as decadent, and recently-dead 
plants are so recorded. Trees blown down recently are recorded with 
notation as to whether they were alive or dead at the time of falling. 
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These plot lines for pellet counts and vegetation analysis are 
being established with a long-term outlook. Initial readings con
tribute relatively little to present studies, but it appears likely 
that the work can be kept up as part of the routine park research 
program or otherwise. 

In this light, the system can provide information on major 
population trends and shift of moose and hares. It can likewise 
furnish an index of vegetation use by these browsers and an in
sight into successional trends which will strongly influence food 
availability in the future. Such information will be needed in· 
the management decisions of years to come. 

Predatory Habits, Population Dynamics,~ Social Behavior 

of Wolves 

In the present three-year phase of the Isle Royale research 
program, primary concern is with the moose herd. However, as a 
logical part of this objective, information on the wolves continues 
to be accumulated. The wolves have a vital role as predators, and 
their status is pertinent in the ecology of the moose. Every 
effort is being made to obtain information on numbers and repro
ductive success as well as on the hunting habits of the wolves. 
Beyond this, however, our study circumstances afford original 
observations on social behavior. 

Wolf numbers and structure 2f lli packs 

Though it is possible to estimate rather closely the number 
of wolves on Isle Royale, it can never be determined if and when 
all are accounted for. There appeared to be an increase from winter 
1964 to winter 1965. A minimum count of 25, the largest recorded 
during the years of this study, was made on February 27, 1965. It 
is believed that the actual population exceeded this by at least 
three. Data from winter 1964- led to a minimwn estimate of 25 
(26, including one known to have died in February). Circumstances 
for counting during 1965 were less favorable, because flying 
weather and tracking conditions were poorer, and the structure of 
wolf groups was less stable. 

In 1964 the large pack numbered consistently 20, after an 
initial count of 22 on February 2. In 1965, a maximum of 18 was 
seen on several occasions: one individual was often trailing or 
widely separated. Evidence acquired in early February indicated 
that actually two loosely-associated individuals might be present, 
giving a possible total of 19 for the large pack. Though the pack 
was 18 as seen most of the time, the picture was actually more 
complicated. On February 24, two wolves considered to be inde
pendent were feeding on a kill about a mile from the big group. 
These two, in response to howling, came toward and either joined 
with or passed through the ranks of the large pack. The mext oppor
tunity for a good count was on February 27 when 20 wolves were 
seen in the same vicinity in groups of 3, 13, 1, and 3. From the 
circumstance, it appeared that a reorganization of the previous 
groupings, 18 and 2, had occurred. If so, then the large pack 
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tnight have as many as :>.O or even 21 individual wolves associated 
with it at one time or another. Another possibility is that the 
groupings seen on • be 27th included some aniinal'S snot previously 
accounted for. 

Locating and distinguishing minor groups was especially diffi
cult in 1965 because of weather interruptions and unfavorable 
tracking conditions. On a basis of sign, at the time 20 wolves 
were accounted for as above, it was estimated that as many as 
three additional animals might be present in the same vicinity. 

Of most significant interest was the discovery of a new pack 
of five confined to the no~theast sector during our observations 
and apparently separate from other groups. This brings the minimum 
total to 25 for the island, but leads to a more realistic estimate 
of 28. 

Most sightings of single wolves were either close to the large 
pack or in areas recently traversed by them. Only one observation 
of a single was made elsewhere. Besides the two observed repeatedly 
near the large pack, four more sightings of pairs were made. These 
were all in the central region of the island, but probably not the 
same animals in all ~ases. 

~ population dynamics 

In the early years of this study there was little or no evi
dence of reproduction and turnover in these wolves, and a rela
tively stable condition was assumed to exist. More recently, there 
has been convincing evidence of recruitment and loss. Increases 
were observed in the total wolf population in both 1964 and 1965. 
Partial remains of an adult were found in March 1964. There was no 
evidence how this animal died but the teeth indicated it was 
advanced in years. 

In July 1964, tracks of pups were discovered at Feldtmann Lake 
by Erik Stauber, and shortly thereafter we discovered at the same 
site a dead wolf pup approximately three months of age. Examination 
revealed the animal to have been extremely emaciated, and death 
could have been due to starvation. During the same period, some 
9 miles away, D.R. Kangas of the Park Service and others, while 
listening to wolves bowl, believed that yips of .pups could be 
distinguished. Although such distinction is difficult, Mt:. Kangas 
has had the experience of hearing wolves on a number of occasions. 

On October 24, 1964, while making moose herd composition counts 
from the air, pilot Bill Martila and I saw a pack of 15 wolves near 
Lake Halloran. Both He and I agreed that there were three pups in 
this group. Then, during winter 1965, repeated observations were 
made of four pups in the large pack, and the pack- of five contained 
one. My ability to recognize pups had been aided by suggestions 
from two University of Chicago animal behaviorists, Benson Ginsbui;g 
and Jerome Woolpy, who are studying captive wolves. Unfort~na ~~-=lY, 
our discussions with them were held after the winter 1964 observa
tions had been ~ade. 
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In years prior to 1964 only one pup had been described; this 
a member of the large pack in winter 1962. In 1964 we believed 
that certain of the large pack were pups. This was somewhat 
anticipated since the pack had increased by as many as five from 
the previous winter. However, we did not have confidence in our 
ability to make this distinction ancl did not reach a positive con
clusion concerning the presence of pups. 

Breeding, which occurs in mid-February, has been noted in all 
years during which the large pack could be kept under regular, 
close surveillance. In 1964 the dominant or "alpha" male arrl one other 
were, at one time or another, observed in persistent breeding 
efforts. There:was some interference by the alpha male with the 
breeding efforts of the others. The same approximate pattern was 
repeated in 1965. In the new pack of five, copulation resulting 
in coupling was observed on one occasion. 

The 1964-65 observations indicate that at least three litters 
may have been born in spring 1964. This involves two assumptions: 
first, that the one pup with the pack of five was the survivor of 
a litter probably born at the northeast end of the island, and 
secondly, that David Kangas did hear a pup or pups at a locale 9 
111iles from where a litter was known to be. Also indicating the 
presence of three litters is the evidence that among the four 
pups in the large pack, there was a tendency to split three and one. 
One appeared smaller, but it was not determined whether it was the 
single when the pups were split. Thus, the four may have come 
from two litters, in addition to that of the five-pack. 

It is reasonable to suppose that the early progeny of wolves 
which immigrated to Isle Royale in 1949 survived in such numbers 
that they soon populated the island to capacity. In subsequent 
years, reproductive success may well have been nil. However, after 
fourteen or so years this generation would be dying out, and re
placement~ could be coming on rapidly. In the absence of more 
precise information, the pattern of population turnover must remain 
speculative. 

The finding of a supposedly starved pup, plus the regular 
observation of breeding activity, does suggest that failure of 
pups to surviw rather than failure of adults to breed is the prin
cipal factor in population stability. This is suggested even though 
we observe the alpha male interfering with the breegiog of others: 
actually, he himself could be responsible for a number of pups 
each year. The increase in wolf numbers may possibly be related 
to an increase in available food. The higher figures of the 
recent moose census may indicate a real increase which could have 
provided spring and summer food adequate to allow a degree of 
success in raising of pups not previously possible. Even were 
the moose population not greater, if its reproductive rate had 
increased, then there should be more food available to the wolves. 
It is suggestive to associate the large calf crop of 1964, showing 
heavy losses duringtbe early months, with the survival of five 
wolf pups into the following winter. 



Bili~ aistribution of kills 

In a 44-day observation period the large pack, or parts there
of, killed at least 11 and probably 12 moose. One of these was a 
calf, and two more may have been. An adult bull was shot for 
autopsy after it had been wounded so severely that there can be 
little question of its soon falling to the wolves. One moose seen 
dead but not examined had not been fed upon; however the large 
pack had been active in the vicinity and may have injured it. 
Between February 7 and 11 the wolves were not seen feeding; yet 
on ·the latter date they were observed defecating heavily. This 
strongly indicates that a moose had been devoured within the previous 
couple of days. They probably killed and finished up a moose, 
possibly a calf, while we were grounded. In the calculations which 
follow, it was assumed that a calf was eaten. 

To determine whether rates of consumption by wolves varied 
between 1964 and 1965, calculations were made to estimate the 
average poundage of moose eaten per wolf per day. Weights of moose 
are based in part on figures used by Mech. Because unconsumed 
parts are believed greater than his estimates, net edible weights 
(pounds) which follow are 10 to 15 percent lower than those used 
by Mech: calves, 250: yearlings, 550; mature cows and young bulls, 
700: and mature bulls, 850. Consumption rates-were found to average 
nearly the same between the two years: 10.5 pounds in 1964 and 10.6 
in 1965. 

In 1964 the pack of 20 made a kill on the average of once 
every 2.9 days, while in 1965, with 17 or 18 animals, the rate was 
every 3.5 days. Such a comparison can not be made with precision 
because of occasional splitting up in 1965. There was less variance 
in the frequency of kills in 1964 when the longest period between 
kills was six days. In 1965 the longest interval was 9 or ten days. 
Distances traveled between kills in 1964 averaged 19.6 miles with 
a maximum of 45, while in 1965, as best it could be figured, the 
average was 22.4 with a maximum of 79 miles. 

As has been the case in past years, less is known of the preda
tion rate for the smaller groups of wolves. The pack of five was 
discovered at the carcass of an adult half eaten on February 22, 
and they left this kill 9 days later. Eleven days after that, the 
remains of another kill, age as yet unknown, were discovered nearby. 
Presumably the five had made and finished this Rill during the inter
val. If, in the future, this group remains intact and separate 
from the large pack, and if flying conditions are more favorable 
than in 1965, information comparable to that secured on the large 
pack may be forthcoming. 
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Ranges of the packs 

The area occupied by the large pack or parts thereof in 1965 
closely coincided with that of the year before. Ice conditions in 
1965, heing more typical of past years than in 1964, permitted 
access to outer islands and shortened routes across bays. The 
distribution of kills varied between 1964 and 1965 as it has ar.,ong 
all previous year. In the former year the bulk of mid-winter kills 
occurred along the southern shore of the southwest end of the .. 
island, including the southwest end of Siskiwit Bay. In 1965 the 
greatest number occurred in the Malone Bay-Siskiwit Lake region. 

It would be interesting to know whether certain areas in which 
many kills are made one winter are found by the wolves to be less 
productive in the years immediately following. In 1965 there was 
no lack of moose in the region of heavy killing the previolS year. 
On the other hand, there could easily have been a qualitative 
change in the animals using these sites, thus accounting for any 
difference in hunting success. 

The 11new 11 pack of five appears to be exploiting a region 
which has not been hunted in mid-winter by the large pack since 
1960. However, small groups have been seen there regularly. In 
early March the tracks of five or more wolves were seen on Lake 
Richie. This is an area lying half way between the known range 
of the pack of five and the northeastern boundary of the large 
pack 1 s range. The wolves in question could have been the five
pack or a subgroup of the large pack. 

Other small groups and single wolves tended, as in 1964, to 
range within the central sector of the island. The proximity of 
some of these to the large pack was discussed above. 

Social behavior in wolves 

A noteworthy change in behavior occurred within the big pack 
between 1964 and 1965, and this may lead to significant changes 
in its stability and leadership. In 1964, members of the big 
pack all participated extensively in greeting gestures. play, and 
harassment of subordinate individuals. In contrast there was very 
little of such socializing observed in 1965, even though four pups 
were known to be present. Also in 1964, during February and March, 
the pack of 20 remained consistently intact. In the same period 
of 1965, the 18 were separated into subgroups several times. Once 
a group of 11 traveled 35 miles and were apart from the others for 
seven days. During that perioo,oone session of widespread play, 
greeting, and harrassment was observed among the 11. 

Corresponding to these differences were differences in the 
behavior of the dominant or alpha male. This large wolf, recogni
zable individually from the air, assumed his role in the complete 
sense during 1964. However, in 1965, he lagged behind, did not 
mix with the others as much, and in general did not assert himself 
nearly so much as before. Yet he would still have to be classified 
as the most dominant of the group. During the several instances 
of splitting up, he was with, or accompanied by, only one or two 
others: the instance of socializing among the subgroup of 11 may 
have been associated with hie absence. 
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One interpretation of these observations is that the alpha 
male is aging and _l,osing the enthusiasm or energy necessary to 
assert himself as before. The pack, in turn, is reacting to this 
change with uncertainty and insecurity: its social well-being has 
been disturbed. If such is true, it has not affected the pack's 
ability or willingness to hunt or to kill moose. We may be wit
nessing a transition to new leadership or to new structure. The 
appearance of the five-pack may have been one result already. 
This is probably a family group which separated recently from the 
large pack. If extent of general play is an index of social well
being, then the five-pack by all appearances is a well adjusted 
group. 

Studies !n, Prospect for 1965-66 

During the corning year h:ost of the work described here will be 
continued. As stated, plots will be counted as before and, if 
feasible, a few more may be added. Special efforts will be made, 
to get estimates of natality and survival ancl to further iioprove 
the census program. During the coming summer, the primary objective 
of our undergraduate assistants will be to investigate areas in 
which wolves may be denning, thus pursuing the discoveries made 
last summer. Toward the end of the corning report period, much 
time will be devoted to final reports and publications. 
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